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Abstract 
A correction to an error in a recent paper of Barbour and Brown’s is detailed, and a relevant 
corollary stated. 
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1. Introduction 
Stein’s method has been applied by Barbour and Brown (1992) to derive the total 
variation distance between a finite point process and a Poisson process. They apply 
the results obtained to the hard core point process over the d-dimensional torus 
[0, l]“, with hard core radius r: this process is Poisson but for the restriction that no 
two points in the process are distance less than r apart. The computation of the stated 
upper bound (Barbour and Brown, 1992, Corollary 2.5) is not correct due to an error 
in the determination of the third term of Eq. (2.8) of the same paper. 
In this note we propose a correction to the above example, and suggest an 
alternative method using a corollary to Theorem 2.4 of Barbour and Brown (1992) 
which is simpler and gives better bounds in some cases. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let r be a compact, second countable Hausdorff space with some fixed measure v, 
and let X denote the space offinite point process configurations on r. Suppose 3 is 
a simple point process on r for which Janossi densities j, : r” + Rf with respect to vn 
exist for all n E Z+ . That is, for any non-negative measurable function f: Z + Iw, 
E(f(E)) = n~o~rnW)elf(i$l &,)j.(Klr . . ..Qvn(dal. . . ..dol.). (1) 
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Also suppose that E has finite mean measure n and let p be the density with respect 
to v of R. Then we may write 
/*(co = c s (n!)- ‘j,,+ l(c(, al, . . . . !z+“(dai, . . . . dcc,). n>~ rn (2) 
Suppose that for each r E r there is some neighbourhood N, containing a such that 
the mappings 
*XT+ CO, @:(<,a) ++5(N,) 
and 
%‘xr-+&?‘:(&a) ~5 restricted to N, 
are product measurable. Let E”” denote the configuration of E outside of N,. Then for 
some c1 E r let m be fixed and j? = (/Ii, . . . , pm) E (NE)” and define 
(3) 
Note that for any p which is a legitimate configuration of S’, (3) gives the 
conditional density of a point at LY given the configuration of E outside of N,. 
If P and Q are two probability measures on N, then the total variation distance, dPV, 
between them is defined by 
d,vV’, Q, = ; z I p(n) - QCn,I = sup IV’(A) - QM. 
n-0 AckY 
For any random variable X, denote its probability law by YX. 
Now Theorem 2.4 of Barbour and Brown (1992) may be stated. 
Theorem 1. Under the conditions above and for any jinite measure 1, on r, 
dTV(9(E), Poisson(l)) I E S(N,\{a})E(da) + E{Z(N,)}&)v(dx) 
1 s I 
+ s Elg(a,W - d4Iv(d~) + Iln - 111, r 
where (( . II denotes the total variation of the signed measure of n - 1. 
Corollary 1. Let 5~‘~ be the configuration of E outside of the singleton {a>, then, 
d-,.,(_!?(E), Poisson(rZ)) I 
s 
E {Z({@}))p(m)v(da) 
I- 
+ 
s 
E jg(r, Z{‘) ) - ,4cOI v(da) + II = - 1711. 
I 
(4) 
(5) 
Proof. Take N, = {cz} in Theorem 1. 0 
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The definitions may now be specialised to the example at hand. Let r be the 
d-dimensional torus [0, l]“, and let red be the volume of the unit ball in d dimensions. 
Let Z be the hard core point process with hard core radius r and total number of 
points 1. The process Z may be specified by its Janossi density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure v on r, that is 
j,(a) = CK" Z 
[ 
n l~li - tlj( > r , 
i+j 1 
where c, the partition function of statistical physics, and K are numbers depending on 
A and r chosen in such a way that 
“To lr”(ri!)) ‘j,(a)v”(da) = 1 and 1 p(cc)v(dcc) = A. 
r 
Note that, in this example, p(c() = 1 for all tl E r. 
The error in Barbour and Brown (1992) occurs in the computation of (3) for this 
process. Namely, when one considers the denominator of g(a,p), for some 
/.I = {/Ii, . . . , /I,} E (Nz)“‘, there can be more terms than the stated s = 0 and s = 1. For 
example if no points of /I lie in the ball B,(2r) there may be many points in N, = B,(r) 
(up to 2 for dimension d = 1, up to 5 for d = 2 and more for d > 2) each one distance 
2 r away from each other and the points of B. This problem is rectified in the 
following sections by considering neighbourhoods of radius 5 r/2 in which at most 
one point of a legitimate configuration of the hard core process can occur. 
3. An upper bound for the hard core process 
In the first instance we apply the result obtained in Corollary 1, which is equivalent 
to using a neighbourhood of radius zero around each c( E r. It turns out that the 
evaluation of the upper bound in this corollary for the hard core process is essentially 
exact, although in Section 4 we will demonstrate that under a further condition on the 
parameters of the process, a better bound is obtainable from Theorem 1 using 
a neighbourhood of non-zero radius. 
To begin with, note that the first term of the right-hand side of (5) is 0 because 
E{Z({a})} = 0. Further, since v in (3) is Lebesgue measure for this example, and 
v(N,) = v( {cx}) = 0, the numerator of g(cc, E i’i) only involves the term r = 0, and the 
denominator s = 0. Let m 2 1 be fixed and let /I = (PI, . . . . pm) be some legitimate 
configuration of EI”).Thatiscc$/?andl/$-pjJ>rVi#j.Then 
cK”+‘z[nila - &I > rl 
CKrn 
= KZ 
[i 
nIa-/$I >r 2 dbi(B,(r)) = 0 
i=l 1 
and so 
g(a,m) = Kz[E{~~(B,(r)) = 01. (6) 
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Thus since P(U) = g(ol, Etai ) takes the value A everywhere in this example, it follows 
from (6) that 
P(E:“‘“‘(B,(r)) = 0) =; . (7) 
Then the expectation in the second term of (5) may be bounded above in the 
following way: 
Ejg(cc,Z@)) - &)I = /qcI[Z{“i(B,(r)) = O] - 11 
= (K - A)P(E-qB,(r)) = 0) + AP(E”(“+I,(r)) 2 1) 
= (K - 1); + A 1 - ; = anP(E[+(B,(r)) 2 1) 
( > 
5 2M[Z(B,(r))] = 2A2K-,rd. 
Now it is immediate from Corollary 1 that 
d&_!?(E), Poisson(X)) 5 212Kdrd. (8) 
4. A tighter hound for the hard core process 
Despite the apparent exactness of the computation in Section 3, it turns out that by 
applying Theorem 1 directly under more stringent conditions on A, K and Y, we may 
improve the constant multiplier of (8). The derivation used by Barbour and Brown 
(1992) is closely followed, but instead of the neighbourhood N, = B,(r) in Theorem 1, 
the neighbourhood N, = B,(r/n), for some n E Z+ such that n 2 2 is used. In this case 
it is clear that there can be at most one point occurring in N, for any legitimate 
configuration of 3. 
The first two terms of the right-hand side of (4) follow through in precisely the 
original manner with the new neighbourhood. That is, the first term reduces to 0 for 
all n E Z+, and the second term may be simply computed from the Janossi densities of 
the process to be A2KdrdnPd. 
Some subtleties are introduced into the computation of the third term by the new 
N,. We begin by considering (3) where m 2 1 is fixed and /.I = (pi,. .., j?,,,) is some 
legitimate configuration of Z’“. That is CI $ B and IBi - /?jl > r Vi # j. 
Clearly the numerator can only involve the term with r = 0, and thus reduces to 
j, + 1 (cc, /I). However note that this may also be zero if any /Ii E /3 is within r of a. Hence 
the numerator may be written as 
CK m+l Z 
[ 
jJ d,jt(B,(r)) = 0 
i=l 1 
In the denominator the only possible terms are s = 0 and s = 1, and so the 
denominator is c~~{l + KV(A,(B))}, where A,(B) = (a’ E N,: Ipi - tl’l > r t/i). Then 
0 I v(&(B)) I Kd(r/n)d. Thus 
KZ[CY=~ 6pc(&(r)) =01 
(1 + KKd(r/n)d) 2 d&8) I ~1 
f dp,(&(r)) = 0 , 
i=l 1 (9) 
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so we may write g(cc,/?) = 0 iff Cy= 1 d,,(B,(r)) 2 1. Also if Cy= 1 t&,(&(r)) = 0 then 
K{l + Wcd(r/n,“}-’ 2 g&/9) I ic. 
Now the required probability may be bounded above by 
= hdrd - lKdrdned, (10) 
K 
2 (1 + KKd(r/n)d> (1 - &rd + iKdrdn-d). 
By a simple rearrangement and noting the upper bound on A given by (9) it follows 
that 
(11) 
where &rd is assumed to be < 1. 
Let n, = ((2A - K)KKdrd/(2K - 22))‘ld. If it is known that E”“(B,(r)) = 0, then 
A - 
K 
1 + KKdrdnmd 
(K - A) if n > no, 
= 
A- 
K 
1 + KKdrdned > 
if nlno. 
Now, for n < no, the expected difference in the third term is bounded in the 
following way: 
u 
1 + KKdrdned > 
P(E’ (B,(r)) = 0) + A P(E”“(B,(r)) 2 1) 
IA- 
K 
1 + wcdrdnmd 
(1 - kdrd + hdrdnmd) 
A - K + lKKdrd < A2Kdrd 
= 1 + KKdrdnmd - 1 + ,?Kdrdn-d’ 
where the second inequality follows from (lo), and the third from (11). 
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Thus, by adding the second and third terms we may deduce from Theorem 1 that, 
for /lq,rd < 1 and 2 i n I n,, 
&(2(E), Poisson(z)) < 12&rd 
1 
1 + AK&/n)d 
+ nmd . 
This bound achieves its minimum value at II = 2, and hence 
&(2(E), Poisson(z)) < AZKdrd 
1 
1 + AKdrd2md 
+ 2-d 4 (1.5)A2&,rd (12) 
and note that as d--+ co, the total variation distance converges to A2~,rd. 
By a similar computation in the n > no case the following bound is obtained: 
drv(~(~), Poisson(a)) 5 2/12Kdrd + 
i3(Kdrd)2n-d 
1 _ OK rd , (13) 
d 
which converges to (8) as n + ac , but is greater for all finite n. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Since the lower bound obtained in Corollary 2.5 of Barbour and Brown (1992) is 
correct as stated, both the upper bounds in (8) and (12) are tight as Ird -+ 0. Note that 
if /lKdrd i i, the ratio to first order of the upper to lower bounds of (8) and (12) are 
4 and 3, respectively. Clearly the better constant factor of (12) makes this the tighter of 
the bounds, however it is not at all clear that the condition no 2 2 will be satisfied in 
cases of interest, and thus whether this bound may be applied in general. One would 
expect a more detailed analysis of the relationship between K, A and r to provide the 
circumstances under which (12) is appropriate. 
In this particular example the application of Corollary 1 gives a very simple upper 
bound calculation that appears to be better than that obtainable by a direct applica- 
tion of Theorem 1 in some cases, although it is not clear that this would generally be 
true. Certainly there is an intuitive appeal to this corollary since Elg(cr,Eizl) - ,~(a)1 
may be thought of as a measure of the deviance away from Poisson of a process in 
terms of the dependence between the density of a point c( and the conditional density 
of c( given the influence of its immediate neighbours. 
Finally note that the above corrections should also be applied to the example 
following Theorem 3.6 of Barbour and Brown (1992). 
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